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1 金井沢碑 2 山上碑 3 多胡碑 4 漆山 5 山名伊勢塚 6多胡薬師塚・中原 1号 ・ 安坪古墳群 7 皇子塚 • 平井1号
8諏訪神社 9綿貰観音山 10総社古墳群・山王廃寺 11八幡観音塚
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爾来，佐野の領域では， 5世紀後半の小鶴巻古墳 (88m)，越後塚古墳 (100mか）まで優勢
な前方後円墳が築造されたが， 6惟紀前半においては有力墳が見いだせず． 100年後の 6世紀
後半になって前方後円墳である漆山古墳 (70m以上）が復活している。




















































① 上野三碑と多胡郡 (8世紀以後） ② 4世紀後半～5世紀前半
＼ ＼野川
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゜ 2 • ，'li5iー 『一
第10図 甘楽郡東部地域の終末期古墳
（小林 1981. 川端 1981より）
していくことになる c
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立評をめぐる地方氏族の政治行動
Political Competition among Local Elites toward the Establishment 
of a County: Case of the Old Province of Kamitsukeno from the 
Sixth to Eighth Centuries, A.D. 
WAKASA Toru 
This paper approaches the political competition among local elites toward the local 
establishment of a "county" or kori, an important unit of local administration in ancient 
Japan from the sixth to eighth centuries. A.D. The author focuses on the case of the 
western Kamitsuke region, 80 miles northwest of Tokyo. It is in this region where the 
Three Cherished Stelae of Ancient Kozuke, that has just been inscribed as the World 
Memories by UNESCO, are located. These stelae were erected in the seventh and early 
eighth centuries, which are very early and very rare examples of inscribed stelae in Japan. 
In order to approach the background to the erection of these stelae, the author examined 
not only the contents of the inscriptions of the stelae themselves but also the spatial 
distributions of and temporal change in sixth-century large mound tombs and settlements. 
The author concludes that the background to the erection of these stelae was local 
elites'desire to distinguish themselves as candidates for the County Magistrate of a newly-
established county at the end of the seventh century. Furthermore, the author suspects 
that the central government at that time effectively utilized competition among local elites 
to gain control over local regions, thereby establishing a centralized state. 
Keywords: State formation. state control over local regions, stelae with inscriptions. keyhole-
shaped mound tombs. county 
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